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ABSTRACT

The simultaneous quantitation of nuclear antigens and DNA content
is presented using monoclonal antibodies and flow cytometric analysis,
with paraffin-embedded human colonie pathology specimens utilized as
source material. The monoclonal antibodies evaluated were shown by
immunogold electron microscopy to recognize nuclear proteins preferen
tially associated with interchromatin (plOS) and heterochromatin (p34)
regions. Indirect immunofluorescence analysis of plOS revealed two
distinct Gi-Go cell subpopulations in cells from normal colonie epithelium
and colonie adenocarcinomas. In addition, enhanced levels of both plOS
and p34 were observed in aneuploid DNA content stemlines, relative to
diploid cells. Cell-sorting experiments performed on cells sorted on the
basis of p105 and DNA contents reveal the capability of this method for
identifying morphologically heterogeneous cell subpopulations. Other
data suggest that p105 is differentially expressed in well-differentiated
versus poorly differentiated tumor regions. The potential utility of this
approach for the retrospective study of proliferation-associated antigens
and protooncogene protein products is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

A technique has recently been developed which allows for the
flow cytometric quantitation of cellular DNA content in previ
ously paraffin-embedded pathology material (1,2). This method
appears highly useful for retrospective studies evaluating the
presence or absence of aneuploid DNA content stemlines and/
or cell cycle distribution ranges in particular cancers. Specifi
cally, this method allows for the rapid investigation of the large
number of archived surgical pathology specimens. Using par
affin-embedded material, a recent report has conclusively dem
onstrated that DNA content provides highly useful prognostic
information in ovarian carcinoma (2).

Despite a growing literature indicating that aneuploidy is a
useful prognostic indicator in solid tumors (3), the clinical
aggressiveness of such cancers is currently assessed primarily
by staging and histological grading. Two major criteria for the
histolÃ³gica! grading of tumors are tumor cell proliferation (e.g.,
the number of mitoses per high-power microscopic field) and
the degree of tumor cell anaplasia based on cellular morpholog
ical parameters. Previous literature indicates a relationship
between the histological grade of specific tumors (4, 5) and the
presence of an aneuploid stemline identified by DNA content
FCM.4 Recent studies indicating a correlation between the
presence of an aneuploid DNA stemline and tumor cell prolif-
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eration in many tumors (4, 6) provide one explanation for the
relationship between aneuploidy and tumor grade, and they
provide a rationale for DNA content FCM as a complementary
histopathological assay.

The degree of tumor anaplasia is assessed to a significant
extent on the basis of nuclear morphological variables. Since
variations in nuclear morphology may reflect quantitative or
qualitative changes in specific nuclear antigens, the quantitation
of relevant nuclear antigens within a tumor specimen could
constitute another useful assay which complements current
strategies for tumor classification. Such quantitation would
appear to be particularly useful when coupled with the simul
taneous quantitation of cellular DNA. Evidence that this ap
proach may prove fruitful comes from recent literature indicat
ing the occurrence of nucleolar antigens which appear tumor
associated (7), and data indicating that these antigens may show
increased expression in aneuploid acute leukemia cells (8).

Until recently, the quantitation of nuclear antigens using
FCM has met with considerable difficulty. Our laboratory has
recently developed a method which appears to markedly im
prove such analysis and allows for the simultaneous quantita
tion of cellular DNA (9). In this paper, using monoclonal
antibodies specific to nuclear antigens preferentially localized
to interchromatin and heterochromatin regions, we assess the
feasibility of simultaneously evaluating nuclear antigens and
DNA content with dual parameter FCM and paraffin-em
bedded colon carcinoma tissue as source material.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tissue. Paraffin-embedded colonie tissue used in these investigations
was obtained from the Section of Surgical Pathology of Northwestern
University, Department of Pathology. The tissue studied originated
from surgical specimens of normal colon and adenocarcinomas accessed
during 1983-1984. All tissue was fixed using 10% buffered formalin in
conjunction with standard histological embedding techniques.

Tissue Deparaffinization, Rehydration, and Dissociation. Paraffin-
embedded tissue was deparaffinized and dissociated using a modifica
tion of the method recently developed by Hedley, et al. ( 1). Briefly,
three 30-Â¿imsections were cut using a microtome (American Optical
Instruments, Buffalo, NY), and adjacent 6-^m sections were obtained
for standard hematoxylin-eosin staining to confirm that the tissue
morphology remained relatively homogenous throughout the thick
sections. Thick sections in 15 nil centrifuge tubes were deparaffinized
by the addition of 10 ml of xylene for 10 min at room temperature.
After aspiration of the xylene, this procedure was repeated. The samples
were next rehydrated using a sequence of 10 ml of 100%, 100%, 95%,
70%, and 50% ethanol incubations for 10 min each at room tempera
ture. The tissue was then washed twice using distilled water previous
to tissue dissociation.

For tissue dissociation, the tissue was first minced into small pieces
( 1 mm3) using curved dissecting scissors and then suspended in 1 ml of

0.5% pepsin solution (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) in saline

cific mouse myeloma supernatant: PI, propidium iodide; FITC, fluorescein iso-
thiocyanate; a.f.u., arbitrary fluorescence units; DI, DNA index; PBS, phosphate-
buflered saline; HEPES, 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-l-piperazineethanesulfonic acid;
plOS, M, 105,000 polypeptide; p34, M, 34,000 polypeptide.
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(i.e., 0.9% NaCl in water) adjusted to pH 1.5 with 2 N HC1. This
mixture was incubated for 30 min at 37Â°Cwith brief vortexing at 5-

min intervals. At the end of this time, to inhibit additional pepsin
pn>ie<Â»lysis,the sample was placed on ice and treated with 0.5 ml of
pepstatin (0.5 mg/ml; Boehringer Mannheim Biochemicals, Indianap
olis, IN) in a 2.6% methanol:PBS mixture. The sample was immediately
filtered through a 37-Mm nylon monofilament mesh (Small Parts, Inc.,
Miami, FL) and washed twice with 10 ml of BME (GIBCO, Grand
Island, NY):10 mM HEPES. All centrifugations in these studies were
for 10 min at 200 x g. Unless stated otherwise, all subsequent proce
dures were performed at 4Â°C.Nuclear recovery from the paraffin-

embedded tissue was assessed in 12 separate colon adenocarcinoma
cases by calculating the yield of nuclei following the above tissue
dissociation relative to the wet weight of the tissue following deparaf-
finization. The mean nuclear recovery was 1.22 x 10" nuclei/g, with a
range of 7.47 Â±IO7to 2.57 x 10" nuclei/g of deparaffmized tissue.

Fresh Solid Tissue Dissociation. The method used to dissociate fresh
colonie adenocarcinoma tissue for control investigations was a modifi
cation of that of Peters, et al. (10). Briefly, tumor tissue was rinsed 3
times in a 50-ml centrifuge tube using 20 ml of BME:HEPES and
gentamycin (0.5 mg/ml; Schering Corp., Kenilworth, NJ). The tissue
was then minced into pieces approximately 1 mm in diameter using
curved scissors. The minced tissue was next placed into a 125-ml flask
and incubated in 40 ml of a solution containing collagenase type I (200
units/ml; Sigma Chemical Co.) and DNase I (500 Kunitz units/ml;
Sigma Chemical Co.) in BME:HEPES. This mixture was stirred gently
using a magnetic stirrer and incubated for 30 min at 37Â°C.Following

this time, the supernatant was carefully separated from the remaining
tumor tissue by filtering the mixture through a fine mesh stainless steel
screen, and the dissociated cells separated from large cell aggregates in
the supernatant by consecutive filtrations through 149-^m and 74-Mm
nylon monofilament meshes (Small Parts, Inc.). The cells were then
centrifuged, the supernatant was poured off, and the cell pellet was
resuspended in 10 ml of DNase I (500 Kunitz units/ml in BME:
HEPES). This mixture was next incubated for 10 min at 37Â°C.Follow

ing this incubation, 35 ml of ice-cold BME:HEPES were added to this
mixture, and this cell suspension was stored on ice. This procedure was
repeated once more on the remaining tumor tissue. Cells from both
digests were then pooled and counted using a hemacytometer, and cell
viability was estimated using the trypan blue dye exclusion assay.
Following dissociation, approximately 2x10' tumor cells were centri

fuged, the resulting supernatant was decanted, and the pellet was
resuspended in 1 ml of a solution containing 250 mM sucrose, 40 mM
trisodium citrate, and 5% dimethyl sulfoxide in a 2 ml cryostat vial.
This mixture was stored in a liquid nitrogen freezer until cell staining.
Immediately prior to cell staining, the cells were rapidly thawed in a
37Â°Cwater bath and then fixed by the addition of paraformaldehyde to

the thawed cell suspension at a final concentration of 0.5%. The cell
suspension is fixed in this solution for 30 min and then centrifuged
prior to cell staining. In an earlier paper (9), we have demonstrated that
this fixation time allows for the optimization of both DNA and nuclear
IF staining.

Immunofluorescence and DNA Staining. Following dissociation, the
colonie cells were stained using standard indirect IF and DNA staining
methods. Two primary monoclonal antibodies were utilized in these
studies, (a) MoAb 780-3 has been previously shown to recognize an
antigen associated primarily with interchromatin nuclear regions (11,
12). Immunoblot analysis ( 13) has revealed that MoAb 780-3 recognizes
p 105. (ft) MoAb 244-7 has been shown to recognize an antigen primarily
associated with heterochromatin (13). Immunoblot analysis (13) has
revealed that MoAb 244-7 recognizes p34. Previous studies in our
laboratory indicate a good correlation between proliferation-associated
modulation of p34 and pl05 discerned by FCM analysis of IF and
independent quantitation using immunoblot analysis on whole cell
lysates (Footnote 5; Ref. 15).

IF staining was performed using standard methods as previously
reported (9). Cells (approximately 1 to 2 x IO6) from the dissociated
paraffin-embedded or fresh/frozen tissues were centrifuged, then resus-

5C. V. Clevenger, K. D. Bauer, and A. L. Epstein. Modulation of the nuclear
antigen p 105 as a function of cell-cycle progression, submitted for publication.

pended in 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma Chemical Co.) in PBS [NaCl
(7.63 g/liter):Na2HPO4(l.27 g/liter):KH2PO4 (0.21 g/liter)], 1 ml/10"

cells, and incubated for 3 min. The cell suspension was then centrifuged
and resuspended in 1 ml of undiluted hybridoma supernatant (1 to 3
ng of antibody per ml) or control NS-1, and the mixture was incubated
for 1 h. Following incubation, the cells were centrifuged, resuspended
in 1 ml of 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS, then resuspended in 0.33 ml of
a 1:20 dilution of FITC-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (Cappel Sci
entific, Malvern, PA), incubated for 30 min, and again washed in 1 ml
of 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS.

For DNA staining, the above mixture was centrifuged, resuspended
in RNase A (180 units/ml; Worthington Biochemicals, Freehold, NJ)
in PBS (1 ml/106 cells), and incubated for 20 min at 37Â°C.The

suspension was then centrifuged and resuspended in PI (50 /ig/ml;
Calbiochem-Behring, San Diego, CA) in PBS (1 ml/106 cells). This

mixture was stored in the dark at least l h prior to FCM.
Flow Cytometry. The fluorescence of IF- and/or Pi-stained cells was

monitored on an EPICS V flow cytometer (Coulter Electronics, Inc.,
Hialeah, FL). Immediately prior to FCM analysis, the cell suspensions
were filtered using a 37-Mtn nylon monofilament mesh filter. The cells
were maintained at 4"( ' in a room with subdued lighting during FCM

analysis. The laser excitation was at 488 nm, 500 mW. For fluorescence
measurements, a 488-nm blocking filter was used, and green (FITC)
and red (PI) fluorescences were optically separated using a 560-nm
dichroic filter. Green and red fluorescences were then measured with
the addition of 525 nm bandpass and 640-nm longpass filters in front
of green and red photomultipliers, respectively. Full-bright micro-
spheres (Lot 5325; Coulter Electronics, Inc.) were used to aid instru
ment alignment. A minimum of 2.5 x IO4cells was evaluated. Analysis
of fluorescence histograms and three-dimensional contour plots was
performed using a Terak 8600 minicomputer (Terak Corp., Scottsdale,
AZ) using software developed by Salzman, et al. (16) and modified
extensively by Robinson and Leary of the University of Rochester,
Department of Pathology.

Immunogold Electron Microscopy. Immunogold electron microscopy
was performed using a modified postembedding procedure detailed
previously (11-13). One-mm3 pieces of fresh colonie adenocarcinoma

tissue were fixed with 1% glutaraldehyde in PBS for l h and rinsed.
The tissues were then dehydrated and embedded in polyethylene gly-
col:glycol methacrylate (Electron Microscopy Service, Fort Washing
ton, PA). The embedded cells were cut using glass knives, and light
gold sections (80 to 90 nm) were mounted on 200 mesh nickel grids.
For the immunogold procedure, the grids were blocked with a 1:100
dilution of normal goat serum in PBS for 5 min. The grids were then
incubated for l h at 20Â°Cin MoAb 244-7 or 780-3 supernatant

(approximately 1 to 2.5 ng immunoglobulin per ml) diluted in PBS
containing bovine serum albumin (1 mg/ml) and 0.02% sodium azide.
After incubation in the primary antibody, the grids were rinsed with
PBS, blocked, and floated for 30 min in a 1:1 dilution of 20 nm
colloidal gold-linked goat anti-mouse immunoglobulin (GAM 20; Jans-
sen Pharmaceuticals, Beerse, Belgium). The grids were then sequen
tially rinsed with PBS and distilled water. Nuclear morphology was
enhanced with 4% uranyl acetate. Control grids stained with NS-1
myeloma supernatant demonstrated less than one colloidal gold parti
cle/Mm2.

RESULTS

Immunogold electron photomicrographs of colonie adeno
carcinoma tissue stained with MoAb 780-3 and 244-7 are shown
at the left and right panels, respectively, of Fig. 1. Colonie cells
stained with MoAb 780-3 show electron dense colloidal
goldiantibody complexes located primarily over interchromatin
regions of the nucleus. Cells stained wtih MoAb 244-7, in
contrast, show electron dense complexes located mainly over
heterochromatic nuclear regions. These staining patterns are
similar to those observed previously with these antibodies in in
vitro cell systems ( 13).

Fig. 2 demonstrates IF photomicrographs of colonie cells
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Fig. 1. A, immunogold electron micrograph of colonie adenocarcinoma stained with MoAb 780-3. Solid arrows in inset (x 3,000; bar, 5.0 urn) mark the region of
higher magnification (X 26.000: bar, 0.5 Â«nil.Intense immunogold labeling of a cluster of interchromatin granules is seen (arrowhead). Approximate immunogold
staining intensities (colloidal gold particles/Vm2): interchromatin granules, 102; nucleolus, 23; euchromatin, 20; heterochromatin, 9; cytoplasm, 5; extracellular space,
I. B, immunogold electron micrograph of colonie adenocarcinoma stained with MoAb 244-7. Solid arrows in inset (X 5,000; bar, 2.0 jim) mark a preferential
localization of MoAb 244-7 over heterochromatic regions. Approximate immunogold staining intensities (colloidal gold particles/Mm2): heterochromatin, 66;

nucleolus. 20; euchromatin. 12; interchromatin granules. 7; cytoplasm, 4; extracellular space, 1.

stained for p 105 with MoAb 780-3. A illustrates the result
obtained following dissociation of fresh colonie adenocarci
noma cells, whereas B shows the result obtained when nuclei
from the same tissue specimen were first paraffin embedded,
deparaffinized, rehydrated, and dissociated previous to IF stain
ing. Whereas the fresh/frozen nuclei appear quite rounded in
nearly all instances, the deparaffinized nuclei appear to show
shape variations more characteristic of those known to occur
in routine histology sections of colonie adenocarcinoma tissue.
This result possibly reflects better preservation of nuclear shape
when cells are fixed within the solid tissue, i.e., before tumor
dissociation, a process requiring enzymatic treatment. No ob
vious difference is apparent in either the staining pattern or IF
intensity between the fresh and deparaffinized nuclei.

In an effort to further assess for possible variations in pl05
in fresh versus deparaffinized colonie adenocarcinoma cells,
additional studies were undertaken to quantitate the p 105 using
FCM analysis. The results of these experiments in three sepa
rate cases of colonie adenocarcinoma are shown in Table 1. In
general, a good agreement is observed between the IF values,
indicating that p 105 identified by MoAb 780-3 appears resilient
to the embedding, deparaffinization, and dissociation proce
dures used in these studies. In one case, an increase in IF was
observed in the deparaffinized relative to the fresh cells.

Fig. 3 illustrates dual fluorescence FCM contour plots of
deparaffinized, dissociated cells from normal colonie epithe

lium (top) and from colonie adenocarcinoma from the same
patient (bottom) following staining for DNA content with PI
and MoAb 780-3 staining. The normal colonie cells show
heterogeneity in p 105 with two distinct cellular subpopulations
in the Gi-Go region of the cell cycle. This observation has been
confirmed in 12 consecutive normal colonie specimens exam
ined in our laboratory. The brighter of these cell subpopulations
shows approximately the same log IF as cells with higher DNA
contents, corresponding to S- and G2-M-phase cells, and ap
proximately 3.2 Â±0.6-fold elevation in fluorescence (mean Â±
SE; n = 12) relative to the dimmer subpopulation. Data in our
laboratory using this antibody in mitogen-stimulated lympho
cyte cultures have revealed similar differences in log IF between
Go- and Gi-phase lymphocytes using both FCM and immuno-
blot analysis,5 suggesting the possibility that the subpopulations
discerned may reflect Ci-phase cells varying in cell proliferation

status.
Multiparameter FCM analysis of colonie adenocarcinoma

cells (Fig. 3, bottom) again reveals the brighter and dimmer GI-
GOcell subpopulations, designated Gm and G1D, respectively.
These subpopulations have consistently been observed in co-
Ionic adenocarcinoma specimens, with very similar relative
p 105 contents as compared to GIB and G|D subpopulations in
normal colonie epithelium. Considerable variation in the pro
portion of GIB cells was observed between colonie specimens.
In 12 separate cases, the percentage of GÂ¡Bvaried from approx-
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Fig. 2. Fluorescence photomicrographs of IF-stained colonie adenocarcinoma
cytospin preparations. A, IF staining pattern of MoAb 780-3 on fresh colonie
adenocarcinoma. A discrete pattern of nuclear speckling is seen in the nucleus.
Cellular morphology appears rounded with little heterogeneity in cellular shape
(x 1,500; bar. 10 jim). B, IF staining pattern of MoAb 780-3 on deparaffinized
colonie adenocarcinoma. Preservation of the heterogeneity of cellular morphology
and a discrete nuclear speckling pattern are seen (x 1,125; bar, 10 /MID.

Table 1 Immunofluorescence of colonie adenocarcinoma cells
Linear fluorescence of colonie adenocarcinoma cells obtained from freshly

dissociated tissue and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen (see "Materials and
Methods") was compared with that tissue from the same specimen subjected to

paraffin embedding, deparaffinization, and rdn drat Â¡onprevious to tissue disso
ciation. The cells from both groups were simultaneously stained using standard
indirect immunofluorescence methods in conjunction with an interchromatin-
associated primary monoclonal antibody (MoAb 780-3) and FITC-conjugated
second antibody.

Fluorescence intensity (a.f.u.)Â°

Case no. Fresh/frozen Deparaffinized

S85-1014
S85-1373
S85-5285

98.66
105.27
78.89

94.71
90.52

104.24
" Values represent mean linear fluorescence values obtained using flow cyto-

metric analysis.

imately 20.2 to 74.6% and 21.3 to 66.2% in normal mucosa
and adenocarcinoma specimens, respectively. In addition, no
consistent relationship was observed between the proportion of
de cells in adenocarcinoma and normal mucosa in a particular
case. As many as approximately 2-fold more G1Bcells to 3.3-
fold fewer G]Bwere observed when normal mucosa was com
pared to adenocarcinoma.

An additional cell cluster exhibiting an elevated DNA content
(i.e., subpopulation A; mean channel approximately 32 relative
to the GÃ¬mean of approximately 25) is seen in the adenocar
cinoma cells. This subpopulation corresponds to an aneuploid
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Fig. 3. Dual parameter (64 x 64 channel) fluorescence contour plots of normal

colon epithelium (top) and colonie adenocarcinoma (bottom) from the same
clinical case. Relative red fluorescence intensity (proportional to DNA content)
is displayed on the horizontal axis, while logarithmic green fluorescence (MoAb
780-3 logarithmic immunofluorescence) proportional to pl05 is displayed on the
vertical axis. The labels GI0. G,g, and A designate cell clusters discerned by dual
parameter flow cytometric analysis and used for the cell sorting studies displayed
on Fig. 4. Dins, locations with 10 or more cells accumulated. Isocell contour
levels of 15, 45, 135, and 225 cells are shown.

DNA stemline. In addition to an elevated DNA content, this
cell population also shows increased p105 IF, indicating the
preferential expression of this antigen in the aneuploid cells. In
contrast to the bright IF observed following MoAb 780-3 and
PI (log mean IF = 43.68 a.f.u.), colonie adenocarcinoma cells
stained with control NS-1 supernatant and IF demonstrate a
low level of background IF (log mean IF = 7.53 a.f.u., data not
shown).

To further assess for possible differences in p105 IF between
GÃ¬and aneuploid DNA content subpopulations, linear IF and
DNA content analyses were performed on 12 different colonie
adenocarcinoma cases. The results of these experiments are
shown in Table 2. All 12 of the samples showed the presence
of a well-definedaneuploid stemline. The DI (i.e., ratio of mean
DNA fluorescence of the aneuploid stemline to mean fluores
cence of Gi-phase cells) varied in these samples from approxi
mately 1.11 to 1.90, with a mean DI of 1.54. In these same
specimens, the ratio of the mean linear pl05 IF of the aneuploid
subpopulation to that of the total Gi-phase cells was greater
than the DI in all cases. This result indicates that the aneuploid
stemlines exhibit a greater enhancement of p105 in the total
tumor cells than is accountable simply on the basis of the
elevated DNA content observed in such stemlines.

Due to the obvious heterogeneity of pl05 within Ci-phase
cells, the relative levels of p105 in aneuploid versus Gm and
aneuploid versusG)Bpopulations were also evaluated (Table 2).
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Table 2 Dual parameter analysis of deparaffÃ¬nizedcolonie adenocarcinomas
(plOS plus DNA content)

Colonie adenocarcinoma tissue was paraffin embedded, deparaffmized, rehy-
drated, and dissociated prior to staining for IF using a primary monoclonal
antibody (MoAb 780-3) recognizing an interchromatin-associated protein (plOS)
and DNA staining using propidium iodide. MoAb 780-3 immunofluorescence
and DNA content were simultaneously measured using flow cytometric analysis.

Caseno.84-122583-1417884-454784-530084-255984-491684-450484-392684-368283-310884-171084-1920Total

population.100%
(12/12)Aneu-

ploidy
(+ or DNA in-

-)dex"+

1.60+
1.62+
1.29+
1.40+
1.45+
1.12+
1.22-I-
1.90+
1.70+
1.80+
1.62+

1.691.53

Â±0.7Aneuploid/diploid

MoAb 780-3
fluorescence*Total

cells"2.983.432.182.482.702.722.914.054.162.612.082.732.92

+ 0.18G,D

cells"4.435.323.973.854.593.635.147.045.844.492.914.824.67

Â±0.30GÂ«

cells"1.641.911.331.311.591.101.822.482.341.671.362.041.55

Â±0.15

" The average values shown for the total population represent experimental

mean Â±SE.
* Mean linear fluorescence of MoAb 780-3 was quantitated in aneuploid cells

and total Gr phase cells or <.,â€žand <.,,, subpopulations (see Fig. 3), and the ratio
was calculated in aneuploid relative to diploid subpopulations.

An increase in antigen levels varying between approximately 3-
to 7-fold was observed when comparing the aneuploid versus
the G m populations. Less variation in p 105 between specimens
was observed when expression between the aneuploid and GIB
populations was compared. In some cases, modulation of p 105
in aneuploid relative to GIB cells appeared coupled with the
DNA index alterations (e.g., 84-5300, 84-1710), while in the
other specimens the protein modulation appeared greater than
the DNA index alteration (e.g., 84-4504). These results illus
trate the utility of dual-parameter p 105 and DNA content
measurement for assessing cellular heterogeneity in archival
colonie adenocarcinoma specimens.

To further investigate the cell clusters defined by simultane
ous p 105 IF and DNA content measurements, cell sorting
experiments were performed using the sorting capacity of the
EPICS V flow cytometer. Unseparated and sorted colonie ad
enocarcinoma cells, therefore, were collected on microscope
slides, stained using hematoxylin:eosin, and then analyzed by
light microscopy. Examples of light photomicrographs of un-
separated nuclei as well as from three sorted cell subpopulations
corresponding to those shown in Fig. 3, bottom, are shown in
Fig. 4. The unseparated nuclei (Fig. 4/4) show marked variations
in nuclear size and shape, as well as nuclear staining. The G]D
subpopulation (Fig. 4( ') includes nuclei which are quite small

but again show considerable variability in shape and size. The
nuclei show an open chromatin pattern and occasionally show
one nucleolus. The GIB subpopulation (Fig. 4D), in contrast,
includes nuclei which appear smaller and rounder. The nuclei
appear hyperchromatic with a clumped chromatin pattern. The
A subpopulation (Fig. 4B) includes nuclei which appear 2 to 3
times larger than those in Fig. 4D. The nuclei appear highly
atypical and are irregularly shaped with coarsely clumped chro
matin. Single or multiple nucleoli are common. Cytoplasmic
fragments appear frequently associated with these nuclei. Thus,
the clusters defined by dual parameter MoAb 780-3 plus PI
staining appear to include morphologically heterogeneous cell
populations within the colonie adenocarcinoma tissue.

Fig. 5 shows dual parameter FCM displays of MoAb 780-3

IF and DNA content of nuclei obtained from morphologically

different regions of a single colonie adenocarcinoma specimen.
Both the poorly differentiated and well-differentiated tumor
regions show considerable overlap in the dB and G)D subpop-
ulations indicated by both vertical and horizontal hatches in this
region. In the S- and G2-M regions (approximately red fluores
cence channels 28 to 52), however, p 105 levels in the well-
differentiated tumor region are approximately 1.7-fold higher
than in the poorly differentiated region of the tumor. In addi
tion, a hypertetraploid aneuploid stemline with elevated p 105
is observed in the well-differentiated region of the tumor (ap
proximately red fluorescence channels 53 to 60) which is not
apparent in the poorly differentiated tumor region.

Fig. 6 shows a dual parameter display of nuclei from depar-
affinized colonie adenocarcinoma tissue stained for DNA and
IF, utilizing MoAb 244-7 which recognizes a heterochromatin-
associated protein (p34). The clinical specimen is the same as
that displayed on Fig. 3, bottom, which was stained for DNA
and p 105 using MoAb 780-3. Whereas the simultaneous p 105
IF and DNA content measurement revealed two Gi-phase cell
subpopulations, only one GI population is discernible using
MoAb 244-7. Also, the aneuploid subpopulation (red fluores
cence channels 31 to 38) shows an enhancement in log IF
relative to Gi-phase nuclei following MoAb 244-7 staining,
though less pronounced than that observed with MoAb 780-3
staining. Thus, the cellular heterogeneity defined by dual pa
rameter analysis of IF and DNA content appears different for
the two nuclear proteins recognized by these MoAbs.

Examination often separate specimens for linear MoAb 244-
7 IF in aneuploid versus diploid populations revealed a consist
ent increase in p34 in aneuploid populations: mean linear p34
fluorescence of aneuploid -s-diploid populations = 2.13 Â±0.10

(mean Â±SE). In each case, this ratio was less than observed
when p 105 fluorescence in aneuploid -s-diploid subpopulations

was analyzed. Thus, there appears to be a greater modulation
of p 105 than p34 in aneuploid relative to diploid DNA stem-
lines.

DISCUSSION

The present investigation documents the utility of multipar-
ameter FCM for the simultaneous quantitation of nuclear an
tigens and DNA content using paraffin-embedded tissue as
source material. This approach appears highly useful for eval
uating cellular heterogeneity within solid tumors and may ad
ditionally provide objective measurements which complement
the histolÃ³gica! grading of solid tumors, an assessment which
currently is highly dependent upon cell proliferation and nu
clear morphological variables (see Fig. 5). Prospective and
retrospective studies are in progress in our laboratory to more
carefully interrelate DNA content and nuclear antigen levels to
tumor histological grade.

Unlike euploid Gi-G0 cells which show two cell subpopula-
tions varying in p 105 content, only one population was observed
in aneuploid stemlines of colonie adenocarcinoma cells (Fig.
3). In addition, both p 105 and p34 appear to show enhanced
levels in aneuploid stemlines defined by DNA content FCM
(Table 2, Fig. 6). The present observation of altered p 105
expression in aneuploid stemlines relative to euploid Gi-G0
cells may be useful in further defining the phenotype of aneu
ploid stemlines in colonie adenocarcinoma, thus more precisely
characterizing this prognostically relevant tumor subpopula-
tion.

The functional significance of p 105 and p34 is currently
under investigation in our laboratory. Previous data using im-
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Fig. 4. Light photomicrographs of unsep-
arated and sorted nuclear populations obtained
following MoAb 780-3 and propidium iodide
staining. The nuclear clusters sorted by flow
cytometric cell sorting correspond to those
shown in Fig. 3. A, unseparated cells: B, A
cells; C. do cells: D, G,B cells. Bar, IO Â»m.
x800.
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Fig. 5. Dual parameter fluorescence contour plots of colonie carcinoma nuclei
from well-differentiated and poorly differentiated tumor regions from the same
clinical specimen. Propidium iodide red fluorescence (proportional to DNA
content) is displayed on the Horizontal axis, while linear MoAb 780-3 immuno-
fluorescence is displayed on the vertical axis. The isocell contour representations
are as shown on Fig. 3, bottom. Overlap in the d region (red fluorescence
channels 20 to 28) of both tumor regions is indicated by both horizontal and
vertical hatching.
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Fig. 6. Dual parameter fluorescence contour plots of colonie carcinoma nuclei
stained for p34 using MoAb 244-7 and propidium iodide. The colonie adenocar-
cinoma specimen is the same as that displayed on Fig. 3. bottom. The relative red
fluorescence (proportional to DNA content) is displayed on the horizontal axis,
while the relative log immunofluorescence of MoAb 244-7 is displayed on the
vertical axis. The isocell contour levels and dot representations are as shown on
Fig. 3. bottom.

munoperoxidase methods and paraffin-embedded tissue as
source material indicate that p 105 appears tumor associated in
a wide range of solid tumors (11). Other studies utilizing both
p 105 and p34 in mitogen-stimulated lymphocytes and in con
fluent versus wounded fibroblast cultures indicate that both of
these antigens show proliferation-associated expression (Foot
note 5; Ref. 15). Thus, the enhanced levels of pl05 in G)B
relative to Gm and in aneuploid Ci-phase relative to diploid GÃ¬
cells could reflect more rapid cell proliferation in these cell
subpopulations. Alternatively, the enhanced expression could
reflect altered nuclear architecture in the aneuploid cells, as a
function of the degree of anaplasia in the tumor (Fig. 5) or a

combination of proliferation- and anaplasia-associated param
eters.

Other investigators have documented the proliferation-asso
ciated expression of nuclear antigens including "cyclin" (17)
and "p53" (18), but these studies have not involved measure

ments based on clinical tumor specimens. Also, recent studies
indicate that at least three protoonocogenes (cellular onco-
genes), i.e., c-myc, c-fos, and c-myb, have protein products
which are localized to the cell nucleus (19) and appear prolif
eration and/or differentiation associated (20-23).

The use of paraffin-embedded material in the context of
retrospective studies and FCM analysis appears to provide a
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powerful approach for rapidly assessing the expression of such
tumor-associated proteins within relevant tumor cell subpopu
lations including aneuploid cells and proliferating (e.g., S-phase
cells) in specific cancers. This approach appears highly useful
for better defining the biology of colonie adenocarcinoma at
the molecular level and may have significant advantages over
measurements on tumor specimens using electrophoretic meth
ods only, as this latter approach provides only an average
measurement based on the entire range of cellular constituents
within a solid tumor, including normal host cells. Finally,
studies of abnormal expression of relevant antigens within
specific tumor cell subpopulations may provide important mo
lecular correlates of the breakdown of normal growth control
mechanisms associated with malignant transformation.
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